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Abstract. We present a special corpus query tool – the Verb Argu-
ment Browser – which is suitable for investigating argument structure of
verbs. It can answer the following typical research question: What are the
salient words which can appear in a free position of a given verb frame?
In other words: What are the most important collocates of a given verb
(or verb frame) in a particular morphosyntactic position? At present, the
Hungarian National Corpus is integrated, but the methodology can be
extended to other languages and corpora. The application has been of
significant help in building lexical resources (e.g. the Hungarian Word-
Net) and it can be useful in any lexicographic work or even language
teaching. The tool is available online at http://corpus.nytud.hu/vab

(username: tsd, password: vab).

1 Introduction

We “. . . shall know a word by the company it keeps.” [1] Traditionally, corpora
are investigated through concordances based on the above firthian statement.
Nowadays, when corpus sizes can reach 109 tokens, manual processing (reading-
through) of concordances is not feasible. We need corpus query systems which
summarize the information from corpora and present it to the user (e.g. the
linguist) in an effective and comfortable way. Since the corpus-based COBUILD
dictionary was published, it has been known that such tools can give substantive
support to lexicographic work.

One of the first such tools is the Sketch Engine [2], which is able to collect
salient collocates of a word in particular predefined relations: such as salient
objects of a verb, or salient adjectives preceding a noun. The Verb Argument
Browser is also a corpus-summarization tool, it collects salient collocations from
corpora. Compared to the Sketch Engine it implements a smaller-scale approach
focusing only on verbs and arguments1, but it has one major advantage. Namely,
it can treat not just a single word but a whole verb frame (a verb together with
some arguments) as one unit in collocation extraction. In other words, instead of
collecting salient objects of a verb, it can collect for example salient objects of a
given subject–verb pair, or even salient locatives of a given subject–verb–object
triplet and so on. In such a way we can outline the salient patterns of a verb
“recursively”.

1 As there is a confusion in terminology, it should be noted that throughout this paper
the term argument will mean complements and adjuncts together.



For the time being the Hungarian National Corpus is integrated, but the
methodology can be extended to other languages, if a shallow parsed, adequately
processed corpus is available. The simple sentence model to which such a corpus
must adhere, is described in section 2. Section 3 considers the processing steps
which have been done in the case of the Hungarian National Corpus. The Verb
Argument Browser tool is presented in section 4 and the final section gives a
variety of different application possibilities.

2 Sentence Model

The company of the verb are its arguments. In an abstract level, a simple sentence
can be seen as one verb (in a given tense or mood or possibly modified some
way) and the set of arguments belonging to the verb. Arguments are usually
(nominal) phrases. An NP argument can be represented as the lemma of the
head-word of the phrase plus the morphosyntactic function of the phrase.

Some languages take care of the order of (some) arguments. For example, in
SVO languages the subject and object functions are determined by their places in
the sentence. Some languages use cases and mark arguments with case markers,
which usually allows fairly free argument order. For example, Hungarian has
about twenty different cases. In Hungarian – just like different complements and
adjuncts – the subject and the object is also marked with specific case markers,
and can occur almost everywhere in the sentence. The place and order of different
complements and adjuncts are far more variable also in SVO languages and
they can be put as prepositional phrases (as in English) or prepositional phrases
combined with cases (as in German). Order, case markers, prepositions: these
are ways to determine a morphosyntactic position in a sentence. It is possible to
automatically collect all arguments occurring in a sentence by using a (language-
specific) syntactic parser.

Based on the above considerations, the model of a simple Hungarian sentence
will look the following:

verb + phrase(lemma+case)–set

Let us take an example sentence: ‘A lány vállat vont’. (The girl shoulder-obj

pull-past. = The girl shrugged her shoulder.)2 The representation according to
the above model is: ‘von lány∅ váll-t’ (‘shrug girl-subj shoulder-obj’). In this
kind of description first comes the verb, then the arguments in the form: lemma,
dash, case marker. There are two positions in this example sentence: a subject
or nominative position (with zero case marker), and a direct object or accusative
position (with case marker: ‘-t’).

An argument frame consists of a verb and a list of arguments which occurs (or
can occur) with the verb together. Every sentence is an instance of an argument
frame. The argument structure of a given verb is the union of all its (important)

2 We will give literal word-to-word glosses and overall translation in English in paren-
theses, in the form you can see in this example.



argument frames. An example can be seen in Fig. 1. The figure also illustrates
that different frames often represent different meanings, and subsequently in
different frames the verb should be translated differently (usually to another
verb in the target language).

‘von kétség-bA -t’ (‘pull doubt-into obj’ = to question sg)
‘von váll-t’ (‘pull shoulder-obj’ = to shrug one’s shoulder)
‘von -t’ (‘pull obj’ = to pull sg)
‘von felelősség-rA -t’ (‘pull responsibility-onto obj’ = to call sy to account)

Fig. 1. Four main frames of the argument structure of verb ‘von’ (pull). ‘-t’, ‘-bA’ and
‘-rA’ are case markers. (Note: the upper case letter signs a vowel alternation point
where the exact vowel is determined by Hungarian vowel harmony.)

The frame ‘von felelősség-rA -t’ (‘pull responsibility-onto obj’ = to call sy
to account) exemplifies the notion of free and fixed positions. The object position
is free in both languages, that means we can choose a word from a broad class
of words to fill it, the meaning of the verbal construction remains the same.
Conversely, the ‘-rA’ position (the ‘to’ position in English) is fixed, the lemma
is unambiguously defined, it is ‘felelősség’ (account), and we cannot change it
without changing the meaning. If we treat lexically fixed NPs (as ‘to account’) as
a part of the verb itself, we can call such constructions multi word verbs. They are
real verbs: they usually have separate meaning, and even a full-fledged argument
structure. Multi word verbs are typical units, which can be investigated using
the Verb Argument Browser.

3 Preparing the Corpus

To format a corpus for the Verb Argument Browser one should build the rep-
resentation of the corpus sentences according to the model desribed in section
2.

Working with the Hungarian National Corpus we have taken the following
steps. The corpus is already morphosyntactically tagged and disambiguated [3].
Natural language sentences are usually compound/complex, so the first task was
to split up the sentences into units consisting of one verb frame. For completing
this task we used a rule based method based on [4]. The rules were regular
expressions, which mark clause boundaries on the basis of particular punctuation
and conjunction patterns. Main principle was that every clause must contain one
and only one verb.

Verbal forms were normalized: separated verbal prefixes were attached to
the verb to form the proper lemma of the verb, verbal affixes which do not
change the verb frame were removed. Noun phrases were detected by chunking
with a cascaded regular grammar. The lemma and the case of the head word of
the phrase were recorded. In Hungarian cases and postpositions work the same



way apart from the fact that the postpositions are written as a separate word.
Accordingly, postpositions were treated as case markers.

4 The Verb Argument Browser Tool

The Verb Argument Browser is useful in answering the following typical research
question: What are the salient lemmas which can appear in a free position of a
given verb frame? In other words: What are the most important collocates of a
given verb (or verb frame) in a particular morphosyntactic position? It should
be emphasized that one can give not just a verb but a whole verb frame (or a
part of it), and query the lemmas occurring in an additional free position.

Mutual information is a classical measure for collocation extraction, it has
a disadvantage of ranking rare items too high. To eliminate this there is an
appropriate adjustment to multiply by the logarithm of frequency yielding the
salience measure [5]. Such a measure can be used to extract collocations men-
tioned above: one part of the collocation is a verb (or verb frame), and the other
part is a lemma in a free argument position. According to this measure a lemma
in this free position is salient if it occurs more frequently with the frame than it
is expected, and the lemma itself is frequent.

The user interface is shown at the top of Fig. 2. The corpus can be selected
in the first field. In the present version, the whole Hungarian National Corpus
(187 million words) is integrated. Response times are only a few seconds even at
such corpus sizes. Three smaller subcorpora are also available representing three
different genres: the 11 million word corpus of the daily paper ‘Magyar Nemzet’,
the 12 million word corpus of the forums of the biggest Hungarian portal ‘Index’
and the 11 million word corpus of selected modern Hungarian fiction. There is
an option to investigate short sentences exclusively. These sentences originally
consists of one verb frame, so the above splitting method (see section 3) was not
applied to them.

In the second field the verb stem can be entered. The next two lines are
for the two arguments, either free (specified by a case/postposition), or fixed
(specified by both case/postposition and lemma). Using the negation checkboxes
it is possible to exclude some cases or some lemmas within a case. On the right
side you can check the free position, which you are interested in and want to
study its salient lemmas. The query can be refined by regular expression full
text search below in the String field.

In the example in Fig. 2 we are searching for the salient lemmas of the
direct object position of the frame ‘kér -t -tÓl’ (‘ask obj indir-obj’ = ask sy
sg). We can see these lemmas in blue at the top of the answer screen (Fig. 2).
Salience is demonstrated by order and also by font size. Salient direct objects are:
‘bocsánat’ (forgiveness), ‘seǵıtség’ (help), ‘elnézés’ (also forgiveness), ‘engedély’
(permission) and so on. The number in brackets shows the freqency of the lemma.
If we click the lemma we can access the corpus examples listed below this “table
of contents”.



Fig. 2. Answer screen of the Verb Argument Browser. Input form is located at the top.



An illustrative example can be to compare verbs’ argument structure in dif-
ferent text genres. If we look at the frame ‘ad -t’ (‘give obj’ = to give sg) in daily
paper and internet forum texts, it becomes clear that these two genres have ex-
pressly distinct language. Common lemmas in the object position include ‘hang’
(‘voice’ = to give voice to sg) and ‘lehetőség’ (‘chance’ = to give sy a chance). At
the same time ‘h́ır’ (‘news’ = to report) is diagnostic to daily paper text while
‘igaz’ (‘justice’ = to take sy’s side) is diagnostic to the internet forum text.

The Verb Argument Browser is available at the following URL:
http://corpus.nytud.hu/vab (username: tsd; password: vab). Some clickable
examples can be found on the page to test the tool.

5 Applications

The Verb Argument Browser has been applied in two projects concerning the
Hungarian language.

During creating the verbal part of the Hungarian WordNet [6] the tool was of
significant help in two fields. On the one hand, it is important, how many differ-
ent meanings a given verb has. Different frames often imply different meanings
thus by analysing the argument structure of a given verb one can determine the
different synsets where this verb should get into. On the other hand, the Hun-
garian WordNet was enriched with verbal multi-word units, which are typically
a verb together with one fixed argument. Such units are directly provided by the
tool, as we saw.

An online demo of a new Hungarian to English machine translation system
is available at the following URL: http://www.webforditas.hu. During the
manual development of the lexical database of this system, an essential task
was to collect important lemmas in a position of a given verb frame. From the
machine translation point of view important lemmas are the ones for which the
verb frame has a special translation. In most cases they are exactly the same as
the salient lemmas provided by our tool.

At the end we mention some other possible applications. The Verb Argument
Browser can be useful in any lexicographic work, where one of the languages in-
volved is Hungarian. Using this tool, inductive statements can be derived from
language data, and an outline of a dictionary entry can emerge from these state-
ments. It gives opportunity to take the empirical frequency of given frames into
consideration: it will be possible to determine truly freqent meanings of a verb,
or to order the meanings according to frequency.

Similar argument structure can entail similar meaning. To test this hypothe-
sis it is worth generating verb classes based on argument stucture similarity and
analysing semantic coherence of these classes [7, 8].

According to a proposition in theoretical linguistics, which is gaining atten-
tion nowadays [9, 10], the aim of grammar is not simply to separate grammatical
from ungrammatical but it must explain why certain – sometimes ungrammat-
ical – utterances occur and why certain grammatical utterances does not occur
at all. The tool can provide evidence for research in this direction.



It can be of extensive use in language teaching (e.g. by showing the differences
in argument structure of verbal synonyms) and also in creation of a verb frame
frequency dictionary as automatic generation of verb argument profiles can be
built on top of the Verb Argument Browser.
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